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Network Computing’s Data Centre is located in a secure facilities close
to our offices near Maidstone in Kent, a significant distance from those in
Central London which are increasingly vulnerable to threats from flooding
and terrorism.
Our facility is manned and monitored 24-hours a day throughout the year, is
ISO-27001 accredited, and is extensively covered by CCTV and patrols.
Connectivity is via multi-carrier diverse fibre networks linking to the
London Metro Mesh and National backbone providing options for super-fast
transfers and incredibly high resilience; ideal for Disaster Recovery
contingencies.
Furthermore our Data Centre benefits from an extremely efficient award
winning environmental cooling infrastructure incorporating a combination
of free air / fresh air / chilled water cooling technology, utilising ambient
temperature where possible to reduce the carbon footprint. Indeed even
the extensive fire suppression system features Very Early Smoke Detection
Alarm (VESDA) and an environmentally friendly natural Argon/Nitrogen
mix that is also safe for people.

CO-LOCATION

We also offer an affordable Co-Location option for our Clients who wish to locate their own rack-mounted hardware within our
Data Centre.
Charges are based upon a combination of how much rack space the equipment requires, how much mains power is needed,
and what sustained speed of connection and data throughput will be utilised.
The monthly billing is flexible based upon utilisation which is particularly relevant for Disaster Recovery (DR) facilities where
connection speed and throughput may be low until used to cover a DR event.
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DISASTER RECOVERY SUITE

Disaster Recovery Suite
For Clients with CentraCloud Hosting or Co-Located equipment we offer the
opportunity of a relatively low cost Disaster Recovery Suite for occupation
should an event or circumstance affect access to their own office facilities.
Ideal for around twelve key members of their DR team, this
dedicated DR facility adjacent to our Data Centre has ample free
on-site parking, is within easy distance of the M20 motorway and
Maidstone East Station only 1 hour from London-Victoria, is equipped for
immediate occupation with desks and chairs, has the use of the on-site
Canteen, and is in close proximity to a wide choice of hotels.
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